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The trustees of the Betjeman Poetry Prize thank the 
Rothschild Foundation, the Getty Foundation, Eurostar 
and Highspeed1 for their generous support of the 2016 
competition.



‘Children are naturally drawn to poetry: they possess a 
freshness of seeing and feeling and an instinct for the truth of 
words that we often lose as we get older. It has been a pleasure 
to read this year’s entries and to know that Imtiaz Dharker and 

I agreed unanimously on the best of an excellent year.’

Carol Ann Duffy

‘It was exciting to read the entries for this competition, to 
watch these young people open their own doors into poetry, 

and see the world through poetry. They have made brave 
and very individual choices, with unexpected subject matter, 
strong images and confident use of language, rhythm, form.  
And the real joy for me, not just in judging but in reading 

poetry at any level, is coming across the line that sings, that 
stays in the mind and makes me want to come back to it again 

and again.’

Imtiaz Dharker
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The Grave of Ignor Prewett 

This is the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a flower 
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a petal
Of the elegant flower 
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a hand 
Which catches the yellow petal
Of the wind-blown flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a toddler, smiling and looking
At the tender hand
Which grasps the delicate petal
Of the squashed flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a man
Remembering the toddler, grinning and peering
At the warm hand
Which clutches the silky petal
Of the rotting flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a lady
Who loved the affectionate man
Who remembered the toddler, beaming and gazing
At the fat hand
Which clenches the withering petal
Of the dead flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is the old man
Who adored the lady
Who married the altruistic man
Who remembered the toddler, smiling and looking
At the tiny hand 
Which grips the velvety petal
Of the expired flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

This is a gravestone
Of the old man
Who fell for the forlorn lady
Who married the benevolent man
Who remembered the child looking
At the hand
Which held the yellowed petal
Of the lifeless flower
On the grave of Ignor Prewett.

Archita Sinha (12)

WINNERn n
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Figures in the British Museum

The sculpture of the king of Benin slowly said,
While scratching his head,
“I feel old.”
The sculpture of the king of Cameroon slowly said,
“I feel cold.”

They were in a posed position,
While being watched in the British exhibition.
The people never stay long,
They were more attracted to the strong.
The strong meaning the ones made of bronze,
Most of them were icons, like us,
Normally religious ones.

“Where were you crafted,
before being departed?”
One questioned.
“I was carved in Nigeria.”
The other answered.
“I was designed in Liberia.”
The other added.

The intricate figures sleep,
Their patterns bold and deep.
Africans by heart.
“Why did the British steal this art?”
“Why haven’t the Africans continued this art?”

Elspeth Hammick (12) 

Grave

Now the wind tastes of March
and rain will patter down, whisper
doubt like a draping snake.

Now there will be no–noise.
A mumble like an ill sea
Just stopping on

These broken cobbles
And this gate into –

And the wind will
Reach, fade out, in the saturating air.
Here where the river races the path, we
Wither. Fall down now. Pray.

Let me know, where there is loss
snide honeysuckle will yet wrap its arms
around the short grassed lawn

Annie Davison (13)

RUNNERS UPn n
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My Place

I sit on the beach
Waves lap around me softly
The world slowly stops

Beth de la Rey (13)

Sands and Waves

The sea
The land.
The smell,
Of sand.
The moon,
The lights,
Of shops,
And flights,
In the distance,
In the sky.
Every day,
Every night.
The roar,
Of the waves,
Echoing,
In your brain.
They wane,
And fade,

Foster Brother

The room upstairs is Jaydon’s 
And he will never see it again.
His last laugh hangs in the air, 
His last shout, his last glare.

The room upstairs is Jaydon’s
And it echoes with the past.
His childish boyish perfume
From when he sprayed it last.

The room upstairs is Jaydon’s 
That’s his last painting, coming down.
And the world for a second freezes.
And the past is a whirlwind of tears.

The room upstairs is Jaydon’s
And every argument we ever had 
I wish to be forgotten 
For him to know, I love him back.

The room upstairs is Jaydon’s
But nobody seems to care,
That the memories we collected,
Have been let loose into the air.

Sofia Denno (13)

HIGHLY COMMENDEDn n
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highly commended

But remain,
The same.
Sunlight,
Rises high,
In the background,
As you ride,
As you walk.
As you speak.
As you talk. 
As you meet,
Other people,
In the crowded streets,
Made of old buildings,
Made of dreams. 

Jacob Heaton (12)
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Feathers in the Snow

Little wee bird
Flying all over the world

Looking for his family
Missing them the most

He found empty nests
Feathers in the snow

The little wee bird
Was a little wee ghost

He searched in gardens
And little cat homes

he found his missing family
Buried by the coast

Birds fly away
With each other’s souls

And people’s hearts
To the final outpost

Dylan McClung (11)

SHORTLISTEDn n

A hammock by some trees in an  
Italian cottage

The hammock
by some trees
in the holiday cabin

casts a shadow
across the lake.
I watch, I think

about the boats
skimming over the water,
the golden rays of sunlight

snuffed out
by dark shadows.
A buzzing of insects

looking for their nest
rouses me
from my lethargy

and I realize

the simplicity of boredom

Gaby Reynolds (12)
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My Past, My Present, My Future

I lived in the place where the joy met the sadness
In the world where my life was my toys
With the people I loved the most
With the dreams I haven’t thought about
I live in the place where the joy meets the anger
In the world where my life is my own
With the people that made me sad
With the dreams that were reachable

I will live in the place where the joy meets reality
In the world where my life is in danger
With the people I have lost
With the dreams that were completed

Rugile Laurinaviciute (12)

The Den

I sit in its leafy embrace
As its warmth leaks into my heart
I sit in my personal cloak of wood
and vines.
I sit for hours on end
like there’s no tomorrow

I sit there no longer.
Now those times are lost

somewhere in my mind.
Its lush, green vibrancy
Gone now.
Like childhood. 

Calum Readle (12)

The Starting Grounds

The place where I started to germinate
The place where I started to grow
The teachers were my light, the drops of water, 
and my bottomless soil that gave me my nutrients 
that I stored for myself.
The green heavy doors that swing backwards and for-
wards
as the bell goes.
The grub served on the ruby-like trays
in the dining hall.
The deserted playground was colour-coded
but loaded with tiny tricycles, huge hoola hoops
And little lego bricks. 

Isabel Atkin (12)

shortlisted shortlisted
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The arms of my hero,
My dad.

Tahsin Rahman (12)

Whispers of the War

As wind flows through the old tired base,
Its walls echo with tales of a ghastly place.
A place that was part of a dreadful war.
A war on the land, in the air and on a ship.
A war in which you could not escape from its grip.
When you enter a battle you’re on your deathbed,
And your friend right beside you just drops down dead.
As you run through the bullets, shells and barbed wire,
You feel as if you have been set on fire.
Believe it or not, this place was once real.
But now people think that it’s not a big deal.
This base tries to tell you of the war it was caught in.
But the war and the base are slowly forgotten.
As the walls crumble away,
So do the memories of the bravery.
So if you hear a whisper of the war,
Listen and thank our chaps forevermore.

Jonathan Riley (13)

My House

School kids with a box of KFC in hand
The aroma of hot wings and chips in the air
Mixed with tobacco and alcohol
Broken glass, shattered on the floor
Sounds bustling out of cars 
Music up, windows down
Blaring sirens
People under arrest
Everyone rushing out their houses
Peeping out the windows
Uploading the scene on Snapchat
Middle of it all –
There’s my house.

145
Jet black door
A square-eyed, spoiled little brat hogging the telly
Doing the dishes or sweeping the floors
Screaming or shouting –
That’s my mum
And the ghost called Samia
Hovering from the car
To the laptop,
That’s my sister
In the world of her phone
But I run past the rainbow rooms 
To the pot of gold

shortlistedshortlisted
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Home is where the cat is 

Home is where I hear the sounds I love,
The kettle boiling, telephone ringing
Music playing, my mum singing,
The cat meowing and the birds above,
These are the sounds of the home I love

Home is where I see the sights I love,
My room so calm, my brother so witty,
The lounge so relaxing and the garden so pretty
The cat stretching beneath the clouds above
These are the sights of the home I love
Home is where I smell the scents I love
The scented candles, the coffee brewing,
Dad painting, the casserole stewing
The cat smells of the fresh air blown from above
These are the scents of the home I love

My house would not be my home without all of that
But most of all
My house would not be my home without my little cat. 

Amalia Ktori (13)

Pointe Shoes

I am a window, a door to the sky,
With my ribbons dancing behind me, I fly,
On my incredible journey – I travel steady on,
Sensing the rhythm of my heart’s own song.

I am a fairy, a witch or an elf,
I am a spinner, controlling myself,
I am a princess, a swan and a maid,
Dancing in forests, ballrooms and lakes.

I am a dreamer – I look to the moon,
I’m going to get there – very very soon.
My heart is an ocean and my mind is a storm,
Though my patience is gone, my faith is unworn.

I am a wanderer, wandering far,
I am a tower, a songbird, a star,
Though no-one can hear me, my message is clear, 
To dance is my life and my life is right here.

I am a window, a door to the sky,
With my ribbons dancing behind me, I fly,
On my endless journey, I travel steady on,
Forever singing my heart’s own song.

Jessica McCallum (13)
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But can’t move and no-one can hear,
When you realise you’re thinking, yet not speaking.

Waiting till you go home,
This is a place of help, hospitality,
Yet I find it hell,
Blood tap in your arm,
To be opened every dawn.

Waiting till you go home,
You’re feeling hungry,
Yet you can only drink,
Only for six more weeks,
This pain is still happening,
Both mentally and physically,
Till Thursday.

Only here for two more days,
Yet it will feel like eternity,
Being homesick, missing family,
This is real life,
Yet it’s pain.
Waiting till I go home…

Freddy Briers (13)

Goodnight Farm

The air holds its breath
As the clouds die a slow death.
The shadows thrown like chicken feed
Flowing streams full of stars;
But now the hills return to the east
The gentle blue breath of soothing air
Casting shadows of the hollow buildings.
The night protector rises above,
Tucked in by a duvet of silence.
The night clock ticks its time,
For the only sound, is nature’s lullaby.
Goodnight farm,
Sleep well.

Polly Fish (11)

Waiting till I go home

Where effort’s scarce,
Stress free,
The way you aren’t bothered to ger up,
Lift a finger, lift an arm,
Till the point where you realise you can’t get up.

Shifting and squirming still
With all the energy you have
Attempting to call for help,
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Daddy says I will forever be a graveyard
Where all his dreams and ambitions go to die
Daddy says I will forever be like a prison
Stripping him of every trace of gaiety

I say Daddy will forever be my home
Showering me with as much love as a broken man can
Each night I cry for you mummy, why?
Her body is gone but her soul lives on in the azure sea. 

Rufaro Tom (13)

Goodnight Farm

The air holds its breath
As the clouds die a slow death.
The shadows thrown like chicken feed
Flowing streams full of stars;
But now the hills return to the east
The gentle blue breath of soothing air
Casting shadows of the hollow buildings.
The night protector rises above,
Tucked in by a duvet of silence.
The night clock ticks its time,
For the only sound, is nature’s lullaby.
Goodnight farm,
Sleep well.

Polly Fish (11)

If Only I Were the Azure Sea

Daddy says I will forever be a graveyard
Where all his ambitions and dreams go to die
Daddy says I will forever be like a prison
Stripping him of every trace of gaiety

I remember when she still roamed the earth, her eyes 
would gleam
Like a blueberry swimming in a sea of cream
And in her voice as gentle as autumn’s breeze
She would say, sweetie, you can be whoever you please

All I want to be is the beach next to the azure sea
Where we used to swim when we were a family
Mummy’s ashes and I would be entwined for eternity
Daddy would finally be liberated from me

If I were a beach, the Sun would be my friend
Sweltering heat and endless light she would send
When the sun was ready to say goodbye,
A fusion of warm colours would inhabit the evening sky

If I were a beach next to the azure sea
The sand would be like a pool of dough kneaded with glee
The waves would be like a kind hand consuming every-
thing in its way
The breeze would be like an orchestra of whistles, singing 
the night away
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The wall full of radios
Spewing words
Drowning out reality.
The gigantic chest of drawers
Stuffed with knowledge
Scrawled on crumpled paper
Shoved away
Out of mind.
The room
Is no ordinary room.
It is my mind.

Isabella de Comyn (13)

The Place

Looking at the glowing moon
Wondering why cows go moo,
Lying in the grass and flowers,
Wondering if I had superpowers.

Sneaking into the NASA base
Knowing about a race in space
Running, running as fast as I can
I was running as far as I could
But I couldn’t reach the place,
I tripped and fell
I lost that place
And my hope as well. 

Tae-Leone Storm Pyke (11)

The Room Lost to the World

Old faded video tape memories
Playing on repeat.
Childhood dreams
Dropped on the ground
Lying covered in dust
Waiting to be dreamed again.
Lurking in the darkness
Are demons within
Taunting piercing words
That stab
Like thousands of
Razor sharp needles
Injecting poisonous words that 
If you could
You would forget them
But instead they live on,
Parasites thriving off fear.
Haunting ghosts
Of an unforgotten past
Still etched into the walls.
The nightmares
Filled with horrors that 
Send shivers through your soul.
The webs in the corner
House the spiders of anxiety.
That
Engulf you.
Prickle you.
Suffocate you.
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Existing but not existing
Unable to be found and proven
But believed and influential
I know you are my home
My place that I own. 

Raeesah Abdul-Ahas (12)

In the Garden

Each step you take
reveals a new layer
of crisp Autumn leaves
painted on the frosty torn up grass.

Up on the old wood decking
sits the little shoebox hut
filled with vast memories
racing through my mind.

Down on the stones
lies a flower patch
full of trees that look like people
and beaming flowers drooped over the churned up mud

Now a mere thought
Dead and overgrown
Leaves a dejected piece of land
That was once full of life. 

Rebecca MacLean (13)

The Unknown Land

When I have a moment’s peace, when I am trapped or torn,
I look to you for guidance
Deep within me, my shining bright beacon of light
I come to you for comfort, for peace.
You’re where I feel free
A bird gliding through nothingness
You’re where my imagination quenches its thirst
Where my fantasies run wild
No rules or regulations
My home
The place that I own

I retreat to you, my fortress of solitude
Your silence is my permission to build my barricades
To block out the sound
And plunge into the depths within me
Memories fly by, happy and sad
Emotions sit there waiting to be released
All waiting for their time to come
In my home
The place that I own.

You are my mind
Creating dreams and nightmares
You are where my common sense
Is overruled by my temper
You are my soul
There but not there
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Alien View

Earth all shaded blue and green
As above the clouds I float
Above the earth’s atmosphere

I look through my new binoculars
I can see fields with sheep and pigs
I can see people, doing archaeological digs
I can see people in oil-rigs.

I look through my new binoculars
I see arguments
I see people wearing garments
I see people with cars and nets

I look through my new binoculars
I see flashes of miraculous light
And great bangs

Flash
Bang
Flash
Bang
Over and over again

That’s what I can see through my new binoculars. 

Miya Grady (12)

My special place

Inside of me I have a place I go.
Only there I’ll see your face
One that I’ll never know.

I’ll never touch your big soft hands,
Or see you succeed in life.
Only in my special place
Where your memory is kept.

I never will have a normal childhood
Or height charts to mark it.
I never will stop falling into
This bottomless pit.

I will always be known
As motherless, lost, weird.
I will always be known as the foster kid
And always to be feared.

The memory of that day
I found out you were here
The pain since you were there
Will always bring me a tear.
I’ll hold your memory with me.
The pain somehow I must face
In my heart and dreams
You’ll be with me in my special place.

Abdullahi Cianni (11)
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yawn and gape,
as shoals of brooding men
pass.

I’ve lost my place in the café;

Two ragged crows totter there
in my space.
And eroded ladies
sit and squawk
that “Children just don’t know their place,
these days.”
Oh, those cheesy balls of molten lava,
drooling and dribbling,
on the waitress’ tray,
seeping from the edges like melted gold.
And glances of light through the glass
like wax from a dying candle
embosses my hair,
arms and fingertips.
So the place in my book is
smudged
with a veil of saliva
and breadcrumbs.
But the angry cry of drunkards
and the sleepy smell of honey
awakes me to my senses;

I’ve lost my place once more.

Nell Gardiner (12)

Place

A place of utter strength
to have faith in yourself.
A place of straight up concentration,
to have a meaning in other people.
A place where red armbands flash,
to try and try again.
A place where life and death
Seem all the same.
A place where fires lay dull
to hurt one life so fully.
A place where torture’s looming,
Where marchers go on marching…

Oli Newberry (12)

The Covered Market

It smells of beer,
and spit,
floating through a fog of coffee.
Dust,
that these fleeting pigeons peck.
A mist of black, black thrush,
and ruddy, blushing chicken wings.
Scarred, cross rooves.
Bouquets of carnival posies,
spilling from their places,
like flamboyant ruffles of ladies’ gowns.
The plaice at the Fishmongers

shortlisted
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Why I Hate Public Toilets

The smell of public toilets is so minging
When you leave your eyes are stinging
Always the sound of the pipes goes drip
When I enter I am forced to gip.

Never any toilet paper on the roll
When I leave I’m left with half a soul
When I’m there I try to stay cool
But the smell transforms my face into a mule

I try to do it in a rush
I’d rather do it in a bush
But that would be classed as rather rude
But after that I couldn’t eat food.

I feel I won’t survive the day
I can’t take the breath to say

Get me out
Without a doubt! 

Matthew Curry (12)

The Farm

Me and my mum and my dad and my sister,
And her pal Caitlin from Govan

Went to the farm to see the baby animals
Getting fed, but not from an oven. 

They eat straw. 

Nicola Tomson (12)

Home

The doormat says ‘you’re welcome here’
But this house isn’t really home
All I think of is hatred, fear
More than anything, I’m alone
Just the thought of him made me scared
Bruises covered my arms, I cried
Couldn’t say no – I didn’t dare
I think that’s how my mother died.
I guess home is where the heart is
At least that’s what people say
Home should have that one goodnight’s kiss
Well that’s what I want anyway

Isobel Smith (13)
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that I call home,
full of adventures
unexplored,
follows me 
wherever I go.
Oh how I love my Island sweet.

Maiyana Bailey (12)

Place

I never thought a place could be so confined
Sadly slumped, hair messily parted, waving delicately in 
the window’s breeze
My eyelids drooped as I slumped in the wheel chair
Whispering to myself songs of a piteous, pledge past
My tired arms drooped, knowing all too well it was my 
only mobilization

I never thought a place could be so painful
Arched up I lay like a babe in a pram
Delicate like a china doll and yet my skin was hardened 
from crude, cruel voices
My legs are stuck like a fly in a web
My hands frail about like a wild bird I try to spread my 
birdied wings and fly

I never thought a place could be so restricted
I am bounded to heavy open areas. I dream of upstairs. 
I haven’t even reached the top of the stairs, an impossible 

My Island Sweet

The sun shines 
in my eyes
as the waves bounce
upon my legs.
I smell the ackee 
cooking in the Dutch pot
while my cousin
thief out the rice and peas.
Oh how I love my Island sweet.

The sand soaks all my
fears away
as the breeze
makes me feel like
one with the world.
My doubts drift
away in the sea.
Oh how I love my Island sweet.

Warriors of my past dance 
their way into my dreams,
tell me stories
of back in the days.
They teach me how to hunt and gaze.
Dreams filled with fun and games.
Oh how I love my Island sweet.

This special place
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Free

Free is what everyone wants to be,
Not locked.
And in this poem you’re not blocked.
Don’t shake it so vigorously
And don’t take it so seriously.
‘Cause when you’re free you can fly faster than a bee.
When you’re free, it doesn’t matter whether you’re rich or 
poor
You always get your fair share when you zero or more.

If you’re a sailor or a wailer,
it doesn’t matter as long as you’ve got good behaviour.
Don’t cry.
At least you have the guts to say ‘bye bye’.
When you’re alone and you’re 103,
You don’t think you are free
But trust me, you just think of a tree.
Don’t go around and brag about your stuff
‘cause you’re gonna end up acting all tough.

I don’t care,
if you eat dinner with the mayor.
Drive a fast car or walk around with flair.
Those people end up buying bling
But when you’re free, you can do anything.

Elias Ravji-Smith (11) 

climb

I stare at the bulky lift smeared with a small child’s yo-
ghurt. It’s the chair that restricts all. 

I never thought a place could be so enslaved
Hidden and yet seen, it wasn’t a nice factor
Small smarmy children spy me and stare confused at their 
normal abrupt lives.
It’s not me they know, it’s the harbour, the chair.
I grit my teeth and surrender my anger and fist in hand I 
declare my scare.

I never thought a place could be so free
In crumpled up, uncoordinated undignified heap I lie 
outstretched
I felt like a caged bird, but the cage was all I knew
I am a broken china doll
A taste of the wild was nice, but I knew now over
I climb back in and feel safe. Isn’t that what place is about? 
Isn’t that a place? 

Billie Tyrie (11)
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My dark side

My mind,
Is the place where I overthink what I hear.
And where the things that have been said go deep

My heart,
Is the place that is uncontrollable,
It falls for people that I cannot have

My mind,
Is the place where I make things up,
No matter if they are good or bad

My heart,
Is the place where I get judged for what I love,
Whether it’s music or people,
Every time society makes comments about it.

My mind,
Is the place where those comments get processed,
It thinks about exactly what those people meant,
And feeds those bad thoughts into my heart.

My heart,
Is the place that gets shattered every day,
When those thoughts come in the shattered elements 
Shatter some more

My blurry face, 

The Snuggle Wall

A step up to the podium
Both first and last place
Taking that 
Long lasting
Last longing
Sorrowful 
Embrace

Only a small step
But it feels like a big one
To see
Eye to eye
Before she is gone

Like clothes made of paper
Fine ‘til it rains
Or shoes a size too small
Not visible on the outside
But painful from within

Parent and child
Letting go of each other
Falling back 
Into the rhythm
Of being
Without one another

Indra A Carigiet (12)
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My Old School 

In a honey stone city
Of somnolent spires
Smaug’s living treasure
Amidst Hobbit shires
Where silver willows whisper
A lofty cluster 
Of buildings gather

A stream of children
Unfurling below
In a blur of blue
And sunshine yellow
Hopeful hymns soaring
By old Heads observed
Retired to gold frames
A treat well deserved!

When the bell permits
Fierce games of Eggie
On the tired tarmac
Outside the library.
Abbey-Road-style beacons blink
Dragons Beatle to the rink!
Sports fields beckoning
Days of reckoning

My remaining time
Is melting away

Is the place that wears the fake smiles,
That acts happy for the benefit of others,
I may be smiling, but inside I’m crying.

Julia Zjawinska (12) 

10 Kirkliston Road

When I walk through
I no longer feel chills
The coldness is gone
And so are the memories

No more shadows
Only the building surrounds me
I still hear the whispers
Deafening but silent

Words are forgotten
But evidence isn’t
Written on paper
Carved by the knife

The room she died in
Still remains
Though she’s gone
Her spirit stays

Rhianna Flores (12)
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The Birdwatcher 

Up on the hilltop, a birdwatcher sits,
Witnessed many fights, endured many hits.
Lost many-a-family, many-a-friend,
Broken many relationships impossible to mend.

And still the man sits,
Forever he stays.
Though light turns to darkness,
And night is displayed.

His job is the reason he still breathes,
Marvelling at the little birds hopping between leaves.
He endures his taunts for the sake of his profession,
Otherwise he would suffer from more than depression.

And still the man sits,
Forever he stays.
Though light turns to darkness,
And night is displayed.

He sits there and listens, closes his eyes and absorbs,
Decides he will stay there, watching, ever more.
For this is his purpose, his strength, his delight,
This is the reason he put up a fight.
And still the man sits,
Forever he stays.
Though light turns to darkness,
And night is displayed.

Like Mr Whippy’s
On a summer’s day
Surrounded by friends
Soon going elsewhere
A small ghost of me
Will always be there.

Abigail Drennan (13)

My Lego World Forever

Hundreds of hours cement those bricks
The world I’ve formed since I was six
And still I keep on adding more
To me and my brother it’s never a bore!
But to others the subject is dull and unvaried
The voices that drip with sarcasm scar me
But I hold my head high! I do love my world.
Love the turrets and rooftops
The darling wee shops
Love the hollowed out roads and the people’s cute tops
But above all I adore the one thing:
I treasure the joy it will always bring
To me and my brother
FOREVER

Aurora Brown (12)
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Dunblane Massacre

That place of death and destruction,
We all remember Dunblane,
That chilling morning in the gym,
The day the gunman came.

The children they were playing, 
They didn’t have a clue,
That Hamilton was on his way,
If only they knew.

He cut the telephone wires,
He trapped them in the gym,
He brought his Smith &amp; Wesson,
They were at the mercy of him.

He fired shots at random,
They were only five,
Teachers tried to stop him,
And children tried to hide.

Bangs and screams filled the hall,
As one by one they died,
Then Hamilton he shot himself
Whilst staff looked on and cried.

This senseless act rocked a nation,
From the glens down to the lochs,
Scotland still mourns the little ones,
Whose lives were cut too short.

Lorcan Barnett (13)

He hears a faint sound, thinks an enemy has wandered,
But after a while his defence is squandered.
For an incredible sight of birds big and small,
Fly round his head each emitting a call.

And still the man sits,
Forever he stays.
Though light turns to darkness,
And night is displayed.

As the man stares at the cacophony above,
His eyes start shining, his heart full of love.
For these little winged creatures without a care in the  
                                                                                           world,
Have just opened the curtain; the show is unfurled.

And still the man sits,
Forever he stays.
Though light turns to darkness,
And night is displayed.

And three thousand years later he sits there still,
Though many-a-year ago he wrote his will.
For where his flesh was there is now only stone,
But thanks to the birds he is never alone.

Finlay Evans (11)
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White Nebula

Marbled eggshell of a galaxy, speckled electric blue.
Shattered mirrors of alignment glow with lilac hues.
The starry lanterns of the sky sway in an absent breeze,
They whistle and warp, they cluster and cavort,
They point their spidery limbs.

The sky is embellished with an artist’s precision, jewelled 
                                                                      with a colourful light.
Each twist of silvery sequin shimmers and shines, misting  
                                                                                 the ebony night.
My tinted lens emphasises a curl of golden silk,
It spins and churns, it echoes and burns,
In a nebula white as milk.

A chalky ruin in the sky, sketched forever still.
Ivory feathers, like tears of cloth, strangle their astral kill.
Foaming plumes of starlight smoke form a writhing ravine.
It gapes and flares, it blinks and stares.
A cavern of velvety sheens.

A river of dust, pure as pearl, bleeds through the jet-black  
                                                                                                     skies,
Cracked fangs of white flame, like sugary sand, bristle their 
                                                                                                 icy eyes.
Polka-dot wisps of linen creases fleck the abyss of space.
They flash and fade, they devour and crave.
They’re woven like strands of lace.

Beatrice Giles (11)

The Snake’s Tree

The snake hatched from the mighty egg 
Hoping for food and not to beg
It was a great beast and had a whole life upon it.

The snake slithering up the shore.
Showing off and letting everyone watch in awe.
The green scales like emerald in the light.
Vicious teeth like dragon claws that give people a fright.
The immense beast fearless and strong,
Had no mercy and did not get along.

It lived in a tree, standing tall and firm,
It could see everything even the tiniest little worm.

But it was lonely more lonely than the moon
And when no one was looking sang a sad tune.
It was sad, so sad it slithered away into the darkness never 
                                                                                               to return.
And it was all tucked away under all the moist fern.

And so the snake’s legend still remains, 
Probably still there wrapped in loneliness chains.

Elias Ravji-Smith (11)
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Tragedy Stadium

That place with a shadow 
which is hidden inside
of all the innocent
souls wiped of any hope
still trapped inside the walls;
in every single stand – 
their silent screams
Ringing.

The bricks still heave within
due to the endless flow
still building up inside
‘Just one more through the doors’,
And in they fit one more?
“As long as no one leaves” – 
still trapped inside the walls;
in every single stand – 
their silent screams 
ringing.

How one day out could change
in many different ways
to scar the city’s stadium
and players for generations. 
Not mentioning the fans
and of course, their families too:
Never must we forget
those who are

The Wind Women

Through the darkness is a glimmer of light,
Through the brambles and the thorns,
It swishes in the gusty night,
And to the white wonder darkness adorns,
This wonder is superior in all, as it would seem,
The pearly silhouette of a woman,
Dressed in an inhuman self esteem,
Wisps of incantation trailing from her bosom,
A babe rocking slowly in her arms,
A gentle moan meandering through the woods,
Filled with sorrow and alarms,
That cry reaches mothers galore, and thieves freeze with 
                                                                                          the goods,
An ice-cold lady touches their cheeks,
Tutting, babying, whipping, forgiving,
And penitent tears are shed in heaps,
Dropping, washing, draining, shivering,

Bursts of air wrap around the sleeping babe,
Who utters another petite sound,
A gurgle, a smile and a safe escape,
Where the mother rests her nimble hand.

Lydia Littlejohn (11)
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Where I’m From

I am from the twenty-ninth floor, 
From the love of my family,
From Hong Kong.

I am from the kindness of my friends,
From the difficult studies,
From St. Pauls Primary Catholic School.

I am from the red, bright sun,
From the warm swimming pool,
From the white and black piano.

I am from the hot milk,
From the sweet and sour pork,
From the peaceful city. 

I am from the busy MTR stations,
From the clean road,
That is where I am from.

Aki Chen (11)

Still trapped inside the walls;
in every single stand
their silent screams
ringing. 

Sophie Mulcahy (13)

Bench

There is a bench, not far from me,
On it sits a man, his face sad and lonely.
No one knows why he’s always there, 
With his scruffy old boots and his bedraggled hair.

His dog barks sadly, no sausage for him,
While he tucks up in his newspaper, when the light is dim.
With his cup half empty, and his heart half full,
He longs for something better than the sack that he does 
pull.

He leans up against a tree, grazing his back,

And he closes his eyes to the world charcoal black.
His time here is up; he has to go home,
But no one must forget the man who does roam.

Maya Sexton (10)
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The City of Leaves

The water droplet trickled
down the end of the leaf
reflecting the gleaming glowing sun
off its shining surface.
It dropped down below the city of leaves, 
covered by a forest of flowers.
Brown, dead, fallen souls scattered on the forest floor
like baubles from a Christmas tree.
The stringy stems reached up holding the flowers.
Often, an insect would climb up these stems
like they were on a conveyor belt.
Children’s shoes might claim a flower for themselves
causing destruction on the weak city.
Residents of the poor life
were often so depressed that they would drown
themselves in water droplets.
And so continues the city of leaves.

Luke Schoenemann (10)

Refugees

A threatening wave explodes 
White foam follows as a blank canvas 
Swirled paint in a maelstrom 

A dirty puddle emerges from shades of grey 

The Sea

Glistening in the sun like thousands of sapphires sewn 
together,
she starts to glide across the golden sand, 
her blue cloak trailing behind her,
back and forth, back and forth.

A long, dark, cold hand creeps along the sand,
snatches his next unsuspecting victim and drags him deep, 
deep down,
further into his layer of coldness below.

Gently she rocks back and forth,
like a cradle in a baby’s bedroom,
allowing little children to play in her sapphire blue blan-
ket,
until the sun goes down.

Dangerously shoving, without any reason,
he turns the boat over and throws the wood at the sharp 
grey rocks beside him,
he gives no warning, he’s an untamed mystery.

I step into the sea, once again, barefoot and curious.

Safia Roberts (12)
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“It’s a jungle out there in the streets,”
But in the mountains it’s a different story.
There’s a breeze, there is beauty; you can let yourself go,
And enjoy the world in all its glory.

Robert Kennedy (13)

The Corridors of Curiosity

The corridors of curiosity
And yet only alcoves looking at me
Curtains over my eyes. Brain left on pause
The only sounds my footsteps on the floors
Thoughts lost in metaphorical mazes
Switched off to the world in sleepy faces
Claws dig into me. Suddenly awake.
Kneading subsides. Reality opaque.
Suddenly the corridors become full
When imagination begins to pull
And conjure beasts and monsters of all kinds
Laughing. Joking. Trying to leave my mind.

Coming out as haphazard handwriting.

Cerys Williams (11)

Brown and black. Lost lives lie in colours: Sunset bleeds ‘til 
sunrise.
When a bright star glows in the morning light 

It gleams soon fades into blue.
The reflection drowns 
The calm ocean drifts. No sign of a ripple 

Everything is wiped clean.

Elysia Bobbi Morton (10)

A Gritty City

“It’s a jungle out there in the streets,” 
The common saying goes.
I thought it was just a joke,
How wrong I was; only heaven knows.

“It’s a jungle out there in the streets,”
In Aberdeen, this cannot be denied.
The crashing and bashing and clamour and craze,
From the noise; there is nowhere to hide.

“It’s a jungle out there in the streets,”
With services, schools and shops.
Everyone’s in a rush,
All day: it never stops!

shortlisted
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